Commercial Space for Sale
800 W Lyon Avenue
Lake City, MN 55041
Lot Size
Entire Lot: 0.6 AC
Building Size
5,868 Sq Ft
Parking
Uncovered/Open Lot
30 Spaces
Asking Price
$899,000
Contact
Schurhammer Real Estate LLC
212 S Washington Street, Lake City, MN 55041
(651) 345-2171

Pictures: https://www.homeslakecity.com/homes-for-sale-details/800-W-LYON-AVENUE-LAKE-CITY-MN-55041/6115850/36/
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Property and Geographic Information
The property is a former restaurant and coffee shop, whose layout would allow companion businesses to
exist in the same space. All major and minor equipment is included in the sale. The parcel is zoned as B2
highway commercial, which allows the widest range of commercial uses, especially those that are oriented
to the traveling public or that need large sites with highway access and visibility, as well as limited
non-production industrial and warehouse uses.
US 63 is one of the main thoroughfares in Lake City, connecting it to other cities in Southeastern Minnesota
including Spring Valley, Stewartville, Rochester and Red Wing.
Background
The City of Lake City is the largest city in the County of Wabasha with a population of over 5500. Lake City
is home to major employers including Mayo Clinic and Hearth & Home Technologies. Lake City is 35
minutes from Rochester, Minnesota, allowing many residents a quick commute to Minnesota’s third largest
city. As part of one of the fastest growing metro regions in the upper Midwest, Lake City is well-positioned
in local tourism/vacation markets, agricultural production, manufacturing, and the larger regional growth
of Rochester’s Mayo Clinic as a medical destination.
Lake City is located on the banks of Lake Pepin, the widest spot of the Mississippi River. The city’s location
provides great parks for walking, swimming, and fishing as well as some of the best boating in the
Midwest. Docking and refueling areas are available to boaters at Lake City Marina. It also has the largest
amount of 19th century homes for a town this size in Minnesota, providing great sightseeing. Lake City is
located along the shoreline of Lake Pepin, an outwash formation of the Chippewa and Mississippi River,
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approximately 3 miles wide and 21miles long, with the magnificent Mississippi running through it. Lake
City is a beautiful historic river town where residents and visitors enjoy the natural beauty of this bucolic
location.

